Involvement of knob heterochromatin in mitotic abnormalities in germinating aged seeds of maize.
Seeds of three inbred lines of maize, with contrasting numbers of heterochromatic knobs and stored under two different ageing treatments, were analyzed for the occurrence of abnormalities at mitotic anaphase in root meristems 3, 7, 21,42, and 56 days after germination, and in root meristems of their freshly harvested selfed progeny. The largest category of detectable aberrations involved breakage of knobbed chromosome arms. We have obtained evidence that knob heterochromatin plays a central role in the origin of primary chromosome bridges. The initial event responsible for the occurrence of breakages and lagging chromosomes was characterized by the nondisjunction of newly replicated sister chromatids, which was observed to occur preferentially at the knob level. Such configurations, and all the other types of abnormalities (as for example, lagging chromosomes, typical chromosome bridges, fragments, and micronuclei), were observed at decreasing frequencies throughout root growth. Nevertheless, we have detected the occurrence of breakage-fusion-bridge cycles that were initiated by broken chromosomes. The relationship between late-replicating DNA in maize knob heterochromatin and the vulnerability of such regions to breakage is discussed. Our observations suggest a similarity between the mechanisms involved or associated with the origin of the described abnormalities and those reported to occur in cultured maize cells.